
 
 
As our Social Community Intern you would be asked to fulfill several roles, which may increase or change 
with demand and your personal schedule.  
 
These needs include: 

● Posting to Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Tumblr, and Google+ once day, with the goal of engaging 
and growing these presences. The Social Community Coordinator and Managers will work with 
you to develop your skills on these platforms, as well as any new platforms that should occur, 
such as Instagram, StumbleUpon, UnTapped, FoodSpotting, etc. 

● Helping to plan at least one major charity event. It’s resume worthy - and fun. 
● Other potential tasks: networking and outreach with other blogs and businesses, print design, 

promotion of local events,  
● 6-9 hours of your time a week. (May be increased for any event planning) 

 
We’re looking for someone with: 

● Social media familiarity. (In particular with those listed above) 
● Photoshop (or Gimp or another photo editing tool) experience. 
● Creative writing talents. 
● Pluses for advanced web experience, design experience, knowledge of video compressing, and 

video encoding. 
 
You: 

● Love food. 
● Love the internet. 
● Love to learn. 
● Know that any experience can prepare you for any number of roles, it just depends what you take 

out of it. 
 
While unpaid, the perks are bragging rights, and for those locally based, taste testing recipes and team 
building sessions that involve liberal amounts of booze (for those of age, of course). As our site was 
conceptualized one late/early morning outside a bar, and forged over countless stools, coasters, and 
chilled glasses, we cannot forget the booze.  
 
This position is, much like any good dinner recipe, open to interpretation, adjustments, and 
advancements. This is an unpaid position, as 90% of our events are charity based, with at most 10% 
going towards funding our next event. We remain a channel for charitable success, with our joint venture 
as the chosen form of profitability. Should your internship be successful, there is the possibility of staying 
on, as well as working with our other business oriented venture. 
 
With that in mind, you still should seek extracurriculars with more secure profits if that is your goal. 
However, there is much to be learned within our hungry community, so if you are hungry for knowledge 
and good food - join us! 
 
Interested applicants can contact: 
Dan Kimbrough - dan@whiskeybacon.com 
(570) 550-0734 


